The effect of bone marrow and thymus chimerism between non-obese diabetic (NOD) and NOD-E transgenic mice, on the expression and prevention of diabetes.
The non-obese diabetic (NOD) mouse is an established animal model of the autoimmune disease, insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). The NOD-E mouse is a transgenic mouse which expresses the I-E molecule (absent in NOD mice). Expression of I-E protects these mice from both insulitis and IDDM. We have investigated the possible mechanisms of this protection by constructing bone marrow, and combined bone marrow and thymus chimeras between NOD and NOD-E mice. Our data suggest that thymic epithelium may play no direct role in either protection against, or promotion of, IDDM. Protection from diabetes is provided either by NOD-E donor bone marrow or NOD-E recipient non-thymic radioresistant cells. The means by which protection may be achieved in this system are discussed.